Brochure

xReach.collaboration facilitates
efficient cooperation
xReach.collaboration
with the Symbio-interface

The xReach.collaboration software
module allows your staff members
to collaborate in virtual team
and project rooms and optimize
information-sharing processes,
project coordination and approval
processes.

Hitachi Solutions
has the answer.
With only a few clicks, they can coordinate work steps
or structure different file versions, including across
departments and locations. With Microsoft SharePoint
Online and Azure WebServices as the technical basis,
the solution can be scaled ﬂexibly and adjusted to your
requirements and the number of staff members. All you
need is a SharePoint Standard CAL.
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Straightforward and efficient
coordination in team and project rooms
Contact information for the members of the project team,
appointments, memos and a Wiki – teams can save all of
these elements in their virtual project rooms and manage
them centrally. This allows all the people involved to be
up-to-date at all times. Thanks to standardized templates,
it only takes a few steps to set up a team or project room.

Informative and intuitive
everything under control in clearly arranged
dashboards
With xReach.collaboration, every staff member can
view the information that is relevant to him or her. The
Management Dashboard provides executives and project
managers with detailed information. Project rooms, tasks
and user rights are shown in the User Dashboard. The
reliable rights management allows your staff members,
suppliers or customers to view the content they are
authorized to view.
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Clear and structured

Transparent and traceable

transparent processes with consistent workflows

new functions for seamless workflows

Use the consistent workﬂows to standardize approaches
and approval processes. News, tasks allocation and
approvals by supervisors are synchronized automatically
in the project room.

In addition to the process house structure and the
requirements, the tool synchronizes the steps of the
process (tasks) to enable you to see what process has
been allocated a task and what requirements are linked
with that task. Because the new interface is based on
xReach.connect, you can connect other systems such as
Azure DevOps over the long term.

xReach.collaboration is an element of the modular
xReach software platform. Users can compile the
modules, for example, an ERP system, an online shop
or an analysis platform as needed and connect them
seamlessly via preconfigured interfaces. You also can link
xReach.collaboration with the intranet platform xReach.
intranet to optimize the stream of knowledge, in-house
communications and collaboration in your company.

Complement
xReach.collaboration with the
Symbio interface
The Symbio process management tool can
be integrated seamlessly via an interface.
This is how you benefit:

Clearly structured and user-friendly
optimized workflow for your processes
The workﬂow features premium usability: Processes
and process elements are synchronized in the portal.
Users can access Symbio from any level of the project
portal and, for example, open the process to which the
requirement or task has been allocated.
Also, Symbio factors in the current status: If processes
typically are not synchronized until they have been
approved, the process also can be traced in the portal.
This means that these elements remain visible in the
system but in a “deactivated” form. Once reactivated
in Symbio, the element automatically is activated in the
project portal as well.

Fast and reliable
uninterrupted data synchronization in the project
portal
To collaborate successfully as a team, all the members
need access to up-to-date data and documents at all
times.
The interface with Symbio ensures that the process house
structure and all approved processes are transferred to
the integrated portals so all the team members can view
the current status in real time. The Symbio databases
are hosted by software provider Ploetz + Zeller directly in
Microsoft’s Azure cloud, guaranteeing short routes and
response times.
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Why Hitachi Solutions?
Hitachi Solutions is one of the largest, most qualified and highly experienced Microsoft Dynamics
consulting firms across the globe, capable of handling complex tier-one displacement projects.
Our company’s calibre of expertise and commitment to customers is evidenced through our consistent
recognition from both Microsoft and industry analysts.

Interested?
Contact a Hitachi Solutions expert to discuss how our Microsoft Dynamics Solutions
can help improve your productivity.
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